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   Four Series of Graphs Derived from a Full Graph

             Tamotsu KASAI', Masaru TIAKEDA** and Hiroshi SHINTANI***

                                                  '

                             (Received November 14, 1970)

                                                              ,        Four series of graphs derived from a .fu11 graph by removing four different sets of

     branches are reported. These four series are named generalized r-, generalited p-,

     generalised m- and generalised s-Series, respectively, from the fact that they include four

     basic series which are called r-,'p-, m- and s-Series in incomplete graphs, as special cases.

        The process of reducing the tree determinants made on the basis of the graphs

     belonging to these four series are descrihed, and then the general formulas for the total

     number of trees are derived.Furthermore, it is shown that the principal parts of the

     general formulas in generalited m- and generalized s-Sen'es can be written down directly

     from two specific diagrams which are made in accordance with the conditions of given

     graphs belonging to these series.'

                                   '
                                 1. Introduction

   A fu11 graphi) is defined as an interconnection of all pairs of nodes by n(;ll1) and

only n branches. When n=1 the fu11 graph reverts to the well-known complete graph. An

incomplete graph2) is derived by removing some branches from a complete graph having

the same number of nodes as the incomplete-graph, and classing similar kinds of

incomplete graphs into series can be done by the form of the branches to be removed

from a complete graph. With this method, the fo11owing four series then can be considered

as most fundamental:

    (1) "Series: a series of incomplete graphs derived by removing r branches from

different pair of nodes2).

    (2) p-Series: a series of incomplete graphs derived by removing p branches from

any single node2).

    (3) m-Series: a series of incomplete graphs derived by removing m branches which

form a loop3}

    (4) s-Series: a series of incomplete graphs derived by removing s branches which

are connected in series but do not form a !oop3).

    In the present paper, these series are called four basic series of incomplete graphs.

    If a complete graph, which is used as an ortginal graph in order to derive various

incomplete graphs, is replaced with a fu11 graph, it is expected that more generalized series

of grapbs may be derived from the fu11 graph by removing the specific fbrms ofbranches.

                               '                                        '
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Each of the four series, which is discussed in this paper, contains the same kind of many

graphs derived from a full graph according to such a process, and the four basic series of

incomplete graphs stated above can be derived directly from these four series.

   The general formula for the total number of trees in agiven graph is obtained by reduc-

ing the tree determinant4)made on the basis of a general diagram ofthat graph. First the

forms of branches to be removed from a fu11 graph are shown and then the process of

reducing tlie tree determinants in the graphs belonging to the four series are described.

    The four series in the present paper may be regarded as a generalization of the four

basic series of incomplete graphs. In this sence, the authors gave these series the names of

generaheed t:-, generalised p- , generalined m- and generalized s-Series respectively.

    In general formulas for the total number of trees in the graphs belonging to generulined

m- and generalized s-Sen'es, the principal parts of these formulas can be written down

directly from two specific diagrams which are described later. Finally, some examples

of the graphs belonglng to each of the fbur generalized series are shown and the total

number of their trees is calculated.

   In order

Paper, first

belonging to

           3 lp
           :2L                                  --           l 3..･' Vt 3           e -es                                      ,           -s           -s                                       sXS
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             Fig. 1 Forms of branches to be removed ffom afi

   Fig.1 shows the fbrms of branches to be removed from an

in the graphs belonging to four basic series of incomplete

evidently there is but one branch in some pairs of the nodes.

                                     i
                                     2

    2. Sets of branches to be removed from a full graph

 to clarifY the configurations of the graphs which are discussed

the forms of branches to be removed from a ful1 graph in the

four generalized series are shown.
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   We now consider the unit of branches, which has kv branches in parallel between

two nodes, such as shown in Fig.2. If all the branches in Fig.1 are replaced with

required nurnl)ers of this unit, they become as shown in Fig.3, Such groups of branches

are sets of branches to be removed from a full graph in order to obtafn the graphs

belonging to four series under consideration.
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                               3

             " ' hbranches

            (c) Generaliut m-Series (d) Generalized s-Series

             Fig. 3 Forrns of branches to be removed from a full graph in the

                   graphs belonging to four eeries under consideration.

             3. Process of reducing the tree determinants and

               general formulas for the total number of trees

The total numher of trees, 71, in a given graph ofN nodes can be found

calculating the fo11owing tree determinant:4)

                        tll t12 ----"-H'--"- tla

                       t21 t22 --H-'"'-"H' t2a
                        it 1                        id 1                 T; l1 l                        Il l
                       tal ta2 -'---"`'"'-"'- taa }

in principle

(1)
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where a=IV-1,tii represents the number of branches that touch nodeiand

ti,･(i #j) represents the negative of the number of branches that join node i to node i

   The tree determinants of the symmetrical matrix, which give the total number of

trees in the graphs belonging to the four series under consideration, are made on the

basis of the general diagrams of the graphs derived from a fu11 graph by removing the

sets of branches shown in Fig.3. In this chapter, the process of reducing the tree

determinants and the general formulas for the total number of trees obtained as the

results are shown.

    3.1 Generalized r-Series

    Mqking the determinant representing the total numher of trees in the graphs

belonging to this series, we can find that the elements in Eq.(1) become

           t2 pt-i,2pt-i = t2pt,2pt = n(N- 1) - k" ,

           t2pt-i,2p=t2p,2#-i=-(n-lept), (pt= 1, 2,----,r),
                                                                          (2)
           tqq==n(N-1), (q=2r+1,2r+2,--,N-1),
           andthe other elements= -,n

    In this determinant ot the symmetrical matrix, by adding all elements of all other

rows except the N-lth row to the corresponding elements of the N-lth row, and performing

similar operation to the first and the following rows except the N-lth row, namely, by

adding the elements of the NLIth row to al1 corresponding elements of the rows just

mentioned above, we can put a factor n(nN)N-2-2r out of the determinant, In this

operation, row and column can be interchanged.Then by adding the elements of each

even row in the remaining determinant of the 2r order square matrix to the

corresponding elements of each odd row, which is just before the even row, and by

subtracting the elements of each odd column from the corresponding elements of each

even column, which fo11ows just after the odd column, the tree determinant having the

elements of Eq.(2) is reduced as follows;

                                        r                      T== n(nlV)"-2-r II (nlV-2ki),
                                       i--1

                          2$2r$N, O$ki-Sn. (3)
   Eq.(3) gives the general formula for the total number of trees in the graphs

belonging to generalized r-Series.

   3.2 Generatizedp--Series

   In the graphs belonging to this series, the value of each element obtained by making

the tree determinant of Eg,(1) becomes as follows:

                           p
                n(N-1)-;., ki, (q= 1),

         tqq= n(N-1)mld-i, (2$q$P+1),
                                                                          (4)                n(N-1), (P+2$q5N-1),
         tqi=tie= -(n-kq-), (2$q$P+1),
         and the other elements =-n.
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                                                           '   In the first step of operations for reducing the determinant having the elements of

Eg.(4),by performing the same procedure as the method used in 2eneralized r-Series,

a factor n(nlVsu'3-Pis put out-of the original determinant and the remaining dete"

.minant of sguare matrix has the order ofp+1. Then by the ordinary method the remaF

ning determinant is expanded. Thus, the total number of trees in the graphs belonging to

this series is given by

                                     pp              T=n(nlV)"-3-"[(nN-2 lei)ll (nN-ki)
                                     i=1 i=1

                                pp                             -Z ff･ H {(1-Si,･)(nN-le,･)}],
                                    J'=1,                               i=1
                          1$p$N-1, O$leSn, , (5)
where SiJ' is Kroneeker's delta,that is,

                     si,･=(io. ff,O,r ,11t=/:: ) (6)

   3.3 GeneraLizedm-Series

   The elements of the tree determinant made from a general diagram of graphs

belonging to this series have the following values:

              n( 2V-1) -( lem+ lei), (q= 1),

         tqq= n(IV-1)-(leg-i+leq), (2$qSm),

              n(IV-l), (m+ISqSN-1), (7)
         tq,q-i=tq-i,q=-(n-kq-i), (2SqSm),
         tlm == tml=M(n- lem),
        and the other elements =: -n.
    Reducing the determinant of the symmetrical matrix having the elements of Eg.(7)

by performing the same procedure as the method used in generalized rLSeries, we can

put a factor n(nNf'2-M out of the original determinant. The remaining determinant

of symmetrical matrix, which is denoted by Dm, has the order ofm and.becomes as

            nN-(km+lei) ki O ---`-"-"- O lem

                ki nN-(ki+k2) h, N". o
                                       '" N                                         ･N 1                                     NN                O k2 nN-(k2+ks) NN. NN. . :
       Dm= i NN "' s. s.N xs Nx ..NX s- ×,) XN.s NN i/ (8)

                l/ ×Xs.s SNNNNN SNxN NNsx N 6
                l XN. SN SNs NsN                                 N S N                e NNs NNN SNN le"t.i                                     N< Ns X..
                km O '-'"'--"-L- O lem-i nN-(km-;+km) ,

    Let nN-(leq-i+leq),( q=1,2,-, m), in Eg.(8) be Dq-i,q, where Doi=Dmi. If Eg.

(8) is expanded for some simple values of m and their expanded equations are expressed

with the aid of the notationjust mentioned above, we obtain the fo11owing eguations:
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where

D3 : D12 D23 D31-P13+2le1 le2 le3 ,

D, = Di, D,, D,, D,, - P,,+ P,,-2le, k,･k, le, ,

D, == D,2 D2, D,, D,, D,, - P,,+ P,s+2k, k, k3 k, k, ,

D6 = D,, D,3 D3, D. D,, D6, - P,,+ P2,- P36-2ki le2 le3 le4 les le6 ,

                     '

(9)

Pis= hf D2s+ k; Dsi+ les2 Di2 ,

Pi4= nt D23 D3`+ k22 Ds, D4t+ hs2 D4i Dii+ k42 Di2 D2s ,

Pis= tt D2s Ds4 D"+ k22 Ds4 D4s Dsi+ ks2 D" Dsi Di2+ h42 Dsi Di2 D2s+ leg Di2 D23 D34 ,

Pie = kf D2s D34 D4s Dse+ k22 Ds4 D" Dss Dst+ ks2 D4s Ds6 Dei Di2+ le42 Dse Dei Di2 D2s

  +'les2 Dei D'i2 D23 D34+ lee2 Di2 D23 D3, D4s ,

                'Ppt =ki2 ks2 + kS ki ,

P2s=kI ks2 D`s+ kr k42 D2s+ k22 k42 Dsi+ k22 ks2 Ds4+ ks2 ks2 Di2 ,

P2e= kiks2 D4s Dse + ki k42 Das Ds6 + ki les2 D2s D34+ le22 k42 Dse D6i+ k22 ks2 Ds4 D6i+ k22 lee2 D34 D`s

  + le32 ks2 Dei Di2+ ks' ke2 Di2 D4s+ k42 ke' Di2 D2s ,

                'P3e= kr k3' les2 + k22 k42 kG' ,

.(10)

  In order to give an unificative interpretation to Eq.(10), we now consider a

specific diagram such as shown in Fig.4. This figure represents a convex polygon having

                        D-m
                     mAg

             za-i･7/Z ××i<

              th--l if,
D".t, nt-1

I
i
1

st s

 Xs

 xx
  NX

    XNsss Jlaif
      N-s       ss -----
         "h'--'--' ･ a,

 Fig. 4. Diagram'in explanation of po)ynomia1.Pts..

a,

the same number of vertics and edges as the value of m, and the values ot Dg-i,q

are written close by the vertics in order and the values of lei2, ki --- ,kkare written on

the edges in order.

  We now represent the left sldes of Eq.(10) by a symbol Pi. . Thus, Pim is given as
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the sum of the products of values written on unadjoining edges and values written close

by the venics except the endpoints of their ed, grs, and the right sides of Eg,(10>･ can

be written down directly from a specific diagram shown in Fig.4 by using this procedure.

    From Eqs.(9) and (10), and the above consideration, the determinant of

 symrnetrical matrix of the m order, shown in Eg.(8), is expanded as follows:

                   m lm･ m              Dm=,!I!, Dq-i,e+;., (-1)i Pim+(-1)M-i2 ,I.7I=, lej, (11)

                                   '                                                                         '               '
where lm depends on m and ' is given by

      '

               im=((M.-1,i)(2' [lllg.d,d.)} ) (i2)

                                                       '
    From Eg.(11),･finally we obtain the tQtal number of trees in the graphs belonging

to generatised m-Series as

                       ml" m      T= n( it IV )" -2-M { ,R., DqLi, q+ ;. l.., (-1)i "Pim+ (-1) M-i 2 ,n. .., kj } ' ,

      '                  3$m$'N, O$kj S- n.' ' (13)
                                                                  '                          '                    t tt                                                '    3.4 , GenevraLized s-Series

                                                                    '
   By comparing the form of branches, shown in Fig.3(d), to be removed from a full

graph in the graphs belonging to this series with that, s,hown in Fig.3(c), to be removed

from a full graph in the graphs belonging to generalized m-Series, it can be seen that the

former is derived from the latter as a specia1 case, that is, the former is obtained from

the latter by putting km= Oand by rewriting m-1 to s. Conseguently, the general formula

for the total number of trees in the graphs belonging to generalized s-Series can be

derived directly from Eq.(13) by performing the operations stated above.

   We thtis obtain the fo11owing formula: ' '

       ' s+1 l,    T=n(nlV)"-3-S[,II, Dq-i,q+;.l]=,(-1)iPi,s+i), 2SsS2VT1, (14)

where ls depends ons and is given by

                i,,((S;,>)i2,･ [ggSgAs, '.I ,.'(i.s)

and Pi,s+i is a polynomial of N, which is obtained from Pim in Eg.(10) by using the

following relations:

   km :ks+i=O, lem-i=ks, km-2=ks-i, ---- ,
   Dmi= nN-( lem+ lei) = Ds+i,i= nlV -( les+i+ki) == nN-ki !ii' D, , (16)

   Dm-i,m= nlV -(lem-i+km) == Ds,s+i = nN -(les+ks+i)= nlV -kbi Ds.

   By introducing the relations of Eg.(16) into Fig.4, it 'can be rewritten as shown in

Fig.5. From this figure, Pi,s+i in Eq.(14) is given as the sumof the products ofvalues
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a a2 th,e-tf+w-}--    A4 as lhLi,s Dsw+ nt +--------+ if -

                   Fig. 5 Diagram in explanation of polynomia1 Pi, s+i.

written on i unadjoining sections and values written close by the points except the

endpoints of their sections.

   Furthermore, lf it is assumed that leo=O, Eg.(14) can be also applied for s=1.

                   4. Some specific series derived from

                           four generafizod series

   By giving some conditions to the number of branches to be removed from an

original fu11 graph, some specific series are derived from the four generalized series

discussed in the previous chapter, as specia1 cases. In this chapter, such the series are

considered and the general formulas for the total number of trees in the graphs

belonging to these series are given. Furthermore, it is clarified that the four generalized

series include the four basic series of incomplete graphs.

    4.1 Specific series derived from generatized r`Series

    It is obvious .that Formula (3) is simplified as the fbllowing equation in the case

of lei=k2=---- =krile:

               T= n( nN-2k)r (nN )"'2-r, O$ le $n. (17)

    Let k= n. In this case, Formula (17) becomes

                         T= nN-i (AI -2)r lVN-2-r. (18)
    Putting k -- n = 1 in Formula (17),

                           T=(N-2)r NN-2-r (19)
is obtained. Forrnula (19) gives the total numl)er of trees in incomplete graphs belonging

to tt-Series2), one of the basic series in incomplete graphs derived from a complete graph.

    4.2 Specific series derived from generalieedp-SOries

    In the case of lei==k2='--- =lep='le, the following equation is obtained from

Formula (5), that is,

           T=n(nN-le)P-'{nN-(1+p)k}(nlV)"-2'P, OSle$n. (20)

    Let k -- n, then from Formula (20), we have

                  T= n"-i (N-1)P-i(N-1-p) lvN-2-P. (21)

    Putting k =n = 1 in Formula (20),
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                   T==(IV-1)P-i(IV-1-p)IVN-2-P (22)
is obtained. Formula (22) gives the total numl)er of trees in incomplete graphs belonging

to p-Sen'es2),one of the basic series in incomplete graphs derived from a complete graph.

   Furthermore, for ki=k2=--- =leb =n and pFIV-2, Formula (20) becomes

               T= n"'i(IV-1)"-3 =n( n{ n(N-1) }N-3). (23)

   The equation shown within the brackets [ ] of Formula (23) expresses the total

number of trees in a fu11 graph of NLI nodesi} From this fact, we can obtain easily

Formula (23) by observing the graphs which is satisfied the conditions stated above.

   4.3 Specific series derived from gener:alZzed m-Series

   The expressions forDm obtained from Eq. (11) by putting ki = k2 =----- = fem E!! k

is shown in Table 1.

                        Teble 1 Expressions for Dm

m
3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

.

.

.

Dm
nN ･ ( nN-3le )2

nN･(nN-2k)2(nN-4le)
nN ･ {( nN)2-5k( nN)+5le2}2
nlV ･ {( nN )2-4le( nN) +3le2}2 ( nN-4k)

nN'{(nN)3-7k(nN)2+14k2(nN)-7k3}2
nN･{(nN)3-6k(nN)2+10le2(nlV)-4le3}2(nlV-4k)
nN'{(nN)`-9le(nN)3+27k2(nN)2-30le3(nN)+9le`}2
nN･{(nN)`-8k(nN)3+21le2(nN)2-20le3(nN)+5k`}2(nlV-4le)

                         :

                         .

   In order to give an unificative expression of Dm in Table 1, we now

following function:

                   x/2             F(X) = pu., ({K(x)/( 7-l) ! }(-k)r-i . ( nAr)xt2-r,

where x is even and

                        1 for 7== 1,
             K(x)= 2(it-'> (x-A) for 7) 2･
                    a=r

From Eqs.(24) and (25), Dm is expressed by the fo11owing eguations:

        Dm-(z.2V,il7Xif{zL',B-,#,'.F`,y,-i'}1･ E:ggg.',: )

Conseguently, from Formula (13), the total number of trees in

this specific series, which is satisfied the condition of lei=k2 =--'=lemE le ,-

    T-(Z{,l7iVll!',B-{.le,'F.(,cr?,7,ia,},2s£?,{Y.)i-i-M･ [.mg.dgRs.

define the

(24)

(25)

(26)

the graphs belonging to

         is given by

           ) (27)
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Let k= n. In this case, Eq.(24) becomes

 F( hr ) 1 h=. = nf-i ･ iS:' i2 [( -1) '-'{ K(x)1( 7- 1) ! } Ni2 -'] = nf-i ･ Fo (x) . (28)

              r=1

We thus obtain the total number of trees for k.--n as

  T-(Z".Il`,floSZ,',}',7.",of,ye-iki'22ii.""-'-M; [:gsgk･,. } (29)

The total number of trees fbr ki=le2=---- =km=n==1 is obtained from Formula (29)

by putting n=1. It gives the general formula for the total number of trees in the
graphs belonging to m-Series, one of the basic series in incomplete graphs de' ri'

ved from

a complete graph, and{Fo(m+1)-Fo(m-1)}2'and(N-4){Fo(m)}2 in Formula
(29) also give the unified expressions of generic factori) in that series.

   4.4 scecific series derived from genet:atized s-Series

   We now represent the equation expressing within the brackets [ ]of Eq.(14) by a

symbol Ds. Table 2 shows the expressions for l)s obtained by putting lei== le2=---- =ks

ile'

Table 2 Expressiens for Ds

s

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

.

.

.

Ds
nN･(nN-2le)
nN ･ ( nN-3le )( nN-k)
nN･{(nN)2-4k(nN)+2le2}(nN-2k)
nN･{(nN)2-5le(nN)+5k2}{(nN)2-3k(nN)+le2}
nAI･{(nN)2-4k(nN)+k2}{(nN)2-4le(nN)+3le2}(nN-2le)
nN･{(nN)3-7k(nN)2+14k2(nN)-7le3}{(nN)3-5k(nN)2+6k2(nN)-le3}
nN･{(nN)2-4le(nN)+2k2}{(nN)`-8k(nN)3+20le2(nN)2-16k3(nN)+2k`}
   ･(nN-2k)
nN･{(nN)`-9le(nN)3+27le2(nN)2-30le3(nN)+9k`}{(nN)`-7le(nN)3
   +15le2(nN)2-10k3(nN)+k`}
nN･{(nN)`-8k(nN)3+19k2(nN)2-12k3(nN)+k`}{(nN)`-8le(nN)3
   +21k2(nN)2-20k3(nN)+5k`}(nN-2le)
nN･{(nN)5-11le(nN)`+44le2(nN)3-77le3(nN)2+55le`(nlV)-11le5}
   '{(nN)5-9k(nN)`+28k2(nlV)3-35le3(nN)2+15fe`(nN)-le5}

                           :

                           .

  The unificative expression of Ds in Table 2 is also

defined in Eg.(24), that is

     fnN･ F(s+1){F(s+3)-k2･ F(s-1)} ,
 DS=( nN･ { F(s+2)+k･ F(s)}{ F(s +2)-k' F(s)},

given by using the function

(s odd),

(s even).

l (30)
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Conseguently, from Formula (14), the total number of trees in

          'this specific series, which is satisfied the condition of ki =le2='--- =lesEk

      '

                                              '

T-
(zI,F.(i,+.i]gF.IS.+.3,1-,,le,2i,ii,(is,i-)Z(.n.N,l;iihS},,.-,L,,iS,2d.g3･,.

                                      '
If it is assumed that F(O)=O, Eg.(31) can be also applied for s=1.

    Let k -- n. In this case, from Egs.(28) and (31), we have

T=
(z::l1i,;]b21?,":,)1".oSi'tt,?;,-",gs.nv,IL}piY,,",i2J'l<･,.-,-,,'[ggSgRs,

                                                 '
where it is assumed that "Fb(O)=O. '

   The general formula for the total number of trees in the graphs

s-Series, one of the basic series in incomplete graphs derived from a

obtained from Formula(32)by putting n=1. In this case,Fb(s+1){ Fo(s+3)

and {Fb(s+2)+Fb(s)}{Fb(s+2)-Fo(s)} give theunMed expressions
factori) in that series.

the graphs belonging to

             --,           , ls grven

) (31)

) (32)

    belonging to

complete graph, is

    -Fo(s-1)}

      of generic

5. Examples

  In the present chapter, some examples of the graphs

series discussed in this paper are shown. These examples are

9
.

                        1

N=4
n=2
r =2

h=1
h=2
T==48'

zl,

   3

Given greph
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1 G-- ---------O 4
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        Form･ of branches removed
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1

N26
n=2
s=5
la=la
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6 2
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Given graph

Fig.9 fo) Example of the grpphs belonging to
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        Form of branches rernoved
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gene.ralieed s-Serias.

6. Conclusions

    In the above, we have investigated the total number of trees in four kinds of the

graphs derived from a fu11 graph ofN nodes by removing four difTerent sets of branches.

    The formulas for the total number of trees in the graphs belonging to the four series

have been obtained and some specific series derived from these series, as special cases,

have been discussed.

    We can describe a few interesting results, the most basic of which are as follows:

    (1) Two series named m-and s-Series in the basic series of incomplete graphs are

treated as independent series. The generalized m- and generalized s-Series in the

present paper, however, are not; independent, that is, the latter is derived from the former

by giving the special conditions.

    (2) The total number of trees in the graphs belonging to generalized m- and

generalized s-Series can be obtained easily by making the specific diagrams representing

the conditions which are regulated by the number of branches to be removed ftom

an original fu11 graph in their graphs.

    (3) The four basic series which are called ,:･sp-,m- and s-Series in incomplete graphs

are derived from each of the four generalized series which were investigated in this

Paper.
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